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A truly eclectic mix of Rock,Jazz,and Acoustic guitar music that will make you want to roll down your

windows and crank up your stereo one minuite then grab someone special to slow dance with the next.

11 MP3 Songs JAZZ: Smooth Jazz, ROCK: Instrumental Rock Details: Rich Eckhardt is one of the most

sought after guitarists in Nashville. His ability to cover multiple styles has put him on stage with singers

ranging from Steven Tyler of Aerosmith to Shania Twain and Willie Nelson. 20th Century Guitar Magazine

says..."Rich Eckhardt finally gets to cut loose and showcase his guitar abilities and overall talents as a

fine solo artist in his own right". SHAKE Magazine says..."Rich Eckhardt is an all around, all styles guitar

player, a musician's musician. This is a smooth record that nicely shows off many sides to Rich's guitar

playing prowess". Nashville Musicians Union album review states..." Eckhardt has a fine harmonic,

rhythmic and melodic sense, captivating us via such seductive songs as "Tronar Los Dedos," the equally

enticing "Playa Del Rey"; and a bluegrassy-flavored "Workin' For Peanuts." Attention getters, too, are a

Bavarian inspired "Zwerglegarten"; "Old Chanoanon River," and the offbeat "Track Two." Rich gravitates

towards blues, country-rock and jazz. He emerges as a visionary with a compositional sense; and the

resulting musicianship and performances mirror the emotional input derived from this guitarist's very heart

and soul. He's Cool!" Today, Eckhardt is extremely busy, balancing his hectic touring schedule with studio

sessions, and television appearances. He has performed in nearly every major concert venue in the

world, played on multi-platinum and Grammy winning albums, entertained for three American presidents

and has been seen on most of the industry's staple television shows including the Tonight show and

Superbowl XXXVIII. In addition to his solo efforts Rich has been playing lead guitar for Country superstar

Toby Keith since 1998
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